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The day had nally arrived, a day I’d been awaiting for ten years. A glorious day,
momentous day, a day of import and distinction.
It was time to buy a hot dog.
Someone was in line when we arrived, but I didn’t cut in front of her. She would have le
me. I was one of the Reckoners—leaders of the rebellion, defenders of the city of Newcago
slayers of Steelheart himself. But standing in line was part of the experience, and I didn
want to skip a moment.
Newcago extended around me, a city of skyscrapers, underpasses, shops, and streets a
frozen permanently in steel. Recently, Tia had started an initiative to paint some of thos
surfaces. Now that the city’s perpetual gloom had been dispelled, it turned out all thos
re ective surfaces could make things really bright. With some work, instead of looking th
same everywhere, the city would eventually become a patchwork of reds, oranges, green
whites, and purples.
Abraham—my companion for this hot dog excursion—followed my gaze, then grimaced. “
would be nice if when we painted a wall, we would take a little more concern for colors tha
matched those of their neighbors.”
Tall and dark-skinned, Abraham spoke with a light French accent. As he talked, he scanne
the people walking nearby, studying each one in his trademark relaxed yet discerning way
The butt of a handgun poked from his hip holster. We Reckoners weren’t technically police.
wasn’t sure what we were. But whatever it was, it involved weapons, and I had my ri e ove
my shoulder. Newcago was almost kind of peaceful, now that we’d dealt with the rioters, bu
you couldn’t count on peace lasting long. Not with Epics out there.
“We have to use the paint we can find,” I said.
“It’s garish.”
I shrugged. “I like it. The colors are di erent. Not like the city was before Calamity, bu
also a big change from how it was under Steelheart. They make the city look like
big … chessboard. Um, one painted a lot of colors.”
“Or perhaps a quilt?” Abraham asked, sounding amused.
“Sure, I suppose. If you want to use a boring metaphor.”
A quilt. Why hadn’t I thought of that?
The woman in front of us wandered o with her hot dog, and I stepped up to the stand—
small metal cart with a transformed steel umbrella permanently frozen open. The vendo
Sam, was an elderly, bearded man who wore a small red-and-white hat. He grinned at u
“For you, half price,” he said, whipping up two hot dogs. Chicago style, of course.
“Half price?” Abraham said. “Saving the world does not inspire the gratitude it once did.”
“A man has to make a living,” Sam said, slathering on the condiments. Like … a lot o
them.
Yellow mustard, onions, chunked tomatoes, sweet pickle relish, peppers—whole, of cours
and pickled—a dill pickle slice, and a pinch of celery salt. Just like I remembered. A tru
Chicago dog looks like someone red a bazooka at a vegetable stand, then scraped th
remnants off the wall and slathered it on a tube of meat.

I took mine greedily. Abraham was more skeptical.
“Ketchup?” Abraham asked.
The vendor’s eyes opened wide.
“He’s not from around here,” I said quickly. “No ketchup, Abraham. Aren’t you French
You people are supposed to have good taste in food.”
“French Canadians do have good taste in food,” Abraham said, inspecting the hot dog. “Bu
I am not convinced that this is actually food.”
“Just try it.” I bit into my dog.
Bliss.
For a moment, it was as if no time had passed. I was back with my father, befor
everything went bad. I could hear him laughing, could smell the city as it had been back the
—rank at times, yes, but also alive. Full of people talking and laughing and yelling. Aspha
streets, hot in the summer as we walked together. People in hockey jerseys. The Blackhawk
had just won the Cup.… It faded around me, and I was back in Newcago, a steel city. But tha
moment of tasting it all again … sparks, that was wonderful. I looked up at Sam, and h
grinned at me. We couldn’t recapture it all. The world was a different place now.
But damn it, we could have proper hot dogs again.
I turned to look around the city. Nobody else had gotten in line, and people passed wit
eyes cast down. We were at First Union Square, a holy place where a certain bank had onc
stood. It was also the center of the new city’s crossroads. It was a busy location, a prime spo
for a hot dog vendor.
I set my jaw, then slapped some coins down on Sam’s cart. “Free hot dogs for the rst te
who want them!” I shouted.
People looked at us, but nobody came over. When some of them saw me watching, the
lowered their eyes and continued on.
Sam sighed, crossing his arms on top of his cart. “Sorry, Steelslayer. They’re too afraid.”
“Afraid of hot dogs?” I said.
“Afraid to get comfortable with freedom,” Sam said, watching a woman rush past and hea
into the understreets, where most people still lived. Even with sunlight up here now, and n
Epics to torment them … even with painted walls and colors … they still hid below.
“They think the Epics will return,” Abraham said with a nod. “They are waiting for th
other shoe to drop, so to speak.”
“They’ll change,” I said, stubbornly stu ng more of my hot dog into my mouth. I talke
around the bite. “They’ll see.”
That was what this had all been about, right? Killing Steelheart? It had been to show tha
w e could ght back. Everyone else would understand, eventually. They had to. Th
Reckoners couldn’t fight every Epic in the country on our own.
I nodded to Sam. “Thanks. For what you do.”
He nodded. It might seem silly, but Sam opening his hot dog stand was one of the mo
important events this city had seen in ten years. Some of us fought back with guns an
assassinations. Others fought back with a little hot dog stand on the corner.
“We’ll see,” Sam said, pushing away the coins I’d set down, all but two nickels to pay fo
our hot dogs. We’d gone back to using American money, though only the coins, and w
valued them much higher. The city government backed them with food stores, at Tia

suggestion.
“Keep it all,” I said. “Give free hot dogs to the rst ten who come today. We’ll chang
them, Sam. One bite at a time.”
He smiled, but pocketed the money. As Abraham and I walked o , Tia’s voice, terse an
distracted, came in over my earpiece. “Do you two have a report?”
“The dogs are awesome,” I said.
“Dogs?” she said. “Watchdogs? You’ve been checking on the city kennels?”
“Young David,” Abraham said around a mouthful, “has been instructing me on the loc
cuisine. They are called ‘hot dogs’ because they’re only good for feeding to animals, yes?”
“You took him to that hot dog stand?” Tia asked. “Weren’t you two supposed to be doin
greetings?”
“Philistines, both of you,” I said, cramming the rest of my hot dog into my mouth.
“We are on our way, Tia,” Abraham said.
Abraham and I hiked toward the city gates. The new city government had decided t
section o the downtown, and had done so by creating barricades out of steel furniture t
block some of the streets. It created a decent perimeter of control that helped us keep tabs o
who was entering our city.
We passed people scuttling about on their business, heads down. Sam was right. Most o
the population seemed to think the Epics were going to descend upon the city any momen
exacting retribution. In fact, after we’d overthrown Steelheart, a shocking number of peop
had left the city.
That was unfortunate, as we now had a provisional government in place. We had farme
to work the elds outside, and Edmund using his Epic abilities to provide free power for th
whole place. We even had a large number of former members of Steelheart’s Enforcemen
troops recruited to police the city.
Newcago was working as well now as it had under Steelheart. We’d tried to replicate h
organization, only without that whole “indiscriminate murder of innocents” thing. Life wa
good here. Better than anything else in the remnants of the Fractured States, for certain.
Still, people hid, waited for a disaster. “They will see,” I muttered.
“Perhaps,” Abraham said, eyeing me.
“Just wait.”
He shrugged and chewed his last bit of hot dog. He grimaced. “I do not think I can forgiv
you for that, David. It was terrible. Tastes should complement one another, not hold all-ou
war with one another.”
“You finished it.”
“I did not wish to be impolite.” He grimaced again. “Truly awful.”
We walked in silence until we arrived at the rst unbarricaded roadway. Here, members o
Enforcement processed a line of people wanting to enter. People with Newcago passpor
—farmers or scavengers who worked outside of the downtown—went right through
Newcomers, however, were stopped and told to wait for orientation.
“Good crowd today,” I noted. Some forty or fty people waited in the newcomer lin
Abraham grunted. The two of us walked up to where a man in black Enforcement armor wa
explaining the city rules to a group in worn, dirty clothing. Most of these people would hav
spent the last years outside of civilization, dodging Epics, surviving as best they could in

land ruled by nested levels of tyrants, like Russian dolls with evil little faces painted on them
Two families among the newcomers, I thought, noting the men and women with children
That encouraged me.
As several of the soldiers continued orientation, one of them—Roy—strolled over to m
Like the other soldiers, he wore black armor but no helmet. Enforcement members wer
intimidating enough without covering their faces.
“Hey,” Roy said. He was a lanky redhead I’d grown up with. I still hadn’t gured ou
whether he bore a grudge for that time I’d shot him in the leg.
“How’s this batch?” I asked softly.
“Better than yesterday,” Roy said with a grunt. “Fewer opportunists, more genuin
immigrants. You can tell the difference when you explain the jobs we need done.”
“The opportunists refuse the work?”
“No,” Roy said. “They’re just too excited, all smiles and eagerness. It’s a sham. They plan t
get put onto a work detail, then ditch it rst chance to see what they can steal. We’ll wee
them out.”
“Be careful,” I said. “Don’t blacklist someone just because they’re optimistic.”
Roy shrugged. Enforcement was on our side—we controlled the power that ran the
weapons and armor—but they too seemed on edge. Steelheart had occasionally used them t
ght lesser Epics. From what I’d heard, it hadn’t gone well for the ordinary humans on eithe
side of such a conflict.
These men knew rsthand what it was like to face down Epics. If a powerful one decide
to step into Steelheart’s place, the police force would be worth less than a bagful of snakes a
a dance competition.
I gave Roy an encouraging slap on the shoulder. The o cers nished their orientation, an
I joined Abraham, who began introducing himself to the newcomers one at a time. We
gured out that after Enforcement’s cheerful welcome of stern gazes, strict rules, an
suspicious glances, a little friendly chatting with someone more normal went a long way.
I welcomed one of the families, telling them how wonderful Newcago was and how glad
was they’d come. I didn’t tell them speci cally who I was, though I implied that I was
liaison between the city’s people and the Reckoners. I had the speech down pat by now.
As we talked, I saw someone pass to the side.
That hair. That figure.
I turned immediately, stuttering the last words of my greeting. My heart thundered insid
my chest. But it wasn’t her.
Of course it wasn’t her. You’re a fool, David Charleston, I told myself, turning back to m
duties. How long was I going to keep jumping every time I spotted someone who looke
vaguely like Megan?
The answer seemed simple. I’d keep doing it until I found her.
This group took well to my introduction, relaxing visibly. A few even asked me questions.
Turned out that the family in my group had ed Newcago years before, deciding that th
convenience wasn’t worth the tyranny. Now they were willing to give it another go.
I told the group about a few jobs in particular I thought they should consider, the
suggested they get mobiles as soon as possible. A lot of our city administration happene
through those, and the fact that we had electricity to power them was a highlight o

Newcago. I wanted people to stop thinking of themselves as refugees. They belonged to
community now.
Introductions done, I stepped back and let the people enter the city. They started forward
trepidatious, looking at the towering buildings ahead. It seemed Roy had been right. Th
group was more promising than ones who had come before. We were accomplishin
something. And …
I frowned.
“Did you talk to that one?” I asked Abraham, nodding to a man toward the rear of th
departing group. He wore simple clothing, jeans and a faded T-shirt, and no socks with h
sneakers.
Tattoos ringed his forearm, and he wore an earring in one ear. He was muscular, wit
distinctively knobbed features, and was perhaps in his late thirties. There was somethin
about him.…
“He didn’t say much,” Abraham said. “Do you know him?”
“No.” I narrowed my eyes. “Wait here.”
I followed the group, pulling out my mobile and looking at it as I walked, feignin
distraction. They continued on as we’d instructed them, making for the o ces at First Unio
Square. Maybe I was jumping at nothing. I usually got a little paranoid when the Professo
wasn’t in town. He and Cody had supposedly gone out east to check in with another cell o
the Reckoners. Babiar or someplace.
Prof been acting weird lately—at least, that was how we phrased it. “Weird” was actually
euphemism for “Prof is secretly an Epic, and he’s trying hard not to go evil and kill us all, s
sometimes he gets antisocial.”
I now knew three Epics. After a lifetime of hating them, of planning how to kill them,
knew three. I’d chatted with them, eaten meals with them, fought beside them. I was fond o
them. Well, more than fond, in Megan’s case.
I checked on the walking group, then glanced at my mobile again. Life was annoyingl
complicated now. Back when Steelheart had been around, I had only needed to worry abou
—Wait.
I stopped, looking back up at the group I was following. He wasn’t there. The man I’d bee
tailing.
Sparks! I pulled up against a steel wall, slapping my mobile into its place on the upper-le
front of my jacket and unslinging my rifle. Where had the man gone?
Must have ducked into one of the side streets. I edged up to the one we’d just passed an
peeked in. A shadow moved down it, away from me. I waited until it moved around the nex
corner, then followed at a dash. At the corner, I crouched and peeked in the direction th
shadow had gone.
The man from before, in the jeans and wearing no socks, stood there looking back an
forth.
Then there were two of him.
The twin gures pulled away, each heading in a di erent direction. They wore the sam
clothing, had the same gait, the same tattoos and jewelry. It was like two shadows that ha
overlapped had broken apart.
Oh, sparks. I pulled back around the corner, muted my mobile so the only sound it mad

would come through my earpiece, then held it up.
“Tia, Abraham,” I whispered. “We have a big problem.”
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“Ah,” Tia said in my ear, “I’ve found it.”
I nodded. I was trailing one of the copies of the man. He’d already split twice mor
sending clones in different directions. I didn’t think he’d spotted me yet.
“Mitosis,” Tia said, reading from my notes. “Originally named Lawrence Robert—a
unusual Epic with, so far as has been identi ed, a unique power: he can split into a
unknown number of copies of himself. You say here he was once a guitarist in an old roc
band.”
“Yeah,” I said. “He still has the same look.”
“Is that how you spotted him?” Abraham said in my ear.
“Maybe.” I wasn’t certain. For the longest time, I’d been sure I could identify an Epic, eve
when they hadn’t manifested any powers. There was something about the way they walked
the way they carried themselves.
That had been before I’d failed to spot not only Megan, but Prof as well.
“You categorize him as a High Epic?” Tia asked.
“Yeah,” I said softly, watching a version of Mitosis idle on the street corner, inspecting th
people who passed. “I remember some of this. He’s going to be tough to kill, guys. If eve
one of his clones survives, he survives.”
“The clones can split as well?” Abraham asked.
“They aren’t really clones,” Tia said. I heard papers shu ing on her line as she looke
through my notes. “They’re all versions of him, but there’s no ‘prime’ individual. David, ar
you sure about this information?”
“Most of my information is partially hearsay,” I admitted. “I’ve tried to be certain where
can, but anything I write should be at least a little suspect.”
“Well, it says here that the clones are all connected. If one is killed, the others will kno
it. They have to recombine to gain one another’s memories, though, so that’s something. An
what’s this? The more copies he makes …”
“The dumber they all get,” I nished, remembering now. “When he’s one individual, he
pretty smart, but each clone he adds brings down the IQ of all of them.”
“Sounds like a weakness,” Abraham said over the line.
“He also hates music,” I said. “Just after becoming an Epic, he went around destroying th
music departments of stores. He’s known to immediately kill anyone he sees walking aroun
wearing headphones or earbuds.”
“Another potential weakness?” Abraham said over the line.
“Yeah,” I said, “but even if one of those works, we still have to get each and every copy
That’s the big problem. Even if we manage to kill every Mitosis we can nd, he’s bound t
have a few versions of himself scattered out there, in hiding.”
“Sparks,” Tia said. “Like rats on a ship.”
“Yeah,” I said. “Or glitter in soup.”
Tia and Abraham fell silent.
“Have you ever tried to get all of the glitter out of your soup?” I demanded. “It’s really
really hard.”

“Why would there be glitter in my soup in the first place?” Abraham asked.
“I don’t know,” I said. “Maybe the other boys dumped it in there. Does it matter? Look
Tia, is there anything else in the notes?”
“That’s all you have,” Tia said. “I’ll contact the other lorists and see if anyone has anythin
more. David, continue observation. Abraham, make your way back to the government o ce
and quietly put them on lockdown. Get the mayor and her cabinet into the safe cells.”
“You going to call Prof?” I asked softly.
“I’ll let him know,” she replied, “but he’s hours away, even if we send a copter for him
David. Don’t do anything stupid.”
“When have I done anything stupid?” I demanded.
The other two grew silent again.
“Just try to curb your natural eagerness,” Tia said. “At least until we have a plan.”
A plan. The Reckoners loved to plan. They’d spend months setting up the perfect trap fo
an Epic. It had worked just ne when they’d been a shadowy force of aggressors, strikin
then fading away.
But that wasn’t the case anymore. We had something we had to defend now.
“Tia,” I said, “we might not have time for that. Mitosis is here today; we can’t spen
months deciding how to bring him down.”
“Jon isn’t near,” Tia said. “That means no jackets, no tensors, no harmsway.”
That was the truth. Prof’s Epic powers were the source of those abilities, which had save
my life many times in the past. But if he got too far away, the powers stopped working fo
those he’d gifted them to.
“Maybe he won’t attack,” Abraham said, pu ng slightly as he spoke into the line. He wa
probably jogging as he made for the government building. “He could just be scouting. O
perhaps he is not antagonistic. It is possible that an Epic merely wants a nice place to live an
will not cause problems.”
“He’s been using his powers,” I said. “You know what that means.”
We all did, now. Prof and Megan had proven it. If Epics used their powers, it corrupte
them. The only reason Prof and Edmund didn’t go evil was because they didn’t use the
powers directly. Giving them away ltered the ability somehow, puri ed it. At least, tha
was what we thought.
“Well,” Abraham said, “maybe—”
“Wait,” I said.
Down the way, Mitosis strode out onto the steel street, then reached back to take out
handgun he’d had tucked into the waistband of his jeans. Large-caliber magnum—far from th
best of guns. It was a weapon for someone who had seen too many old movies about cop
with big egos. It could still kill, of course. A magnum could do to a person’s head what
street could do to a watermelon dropped from a helicopter. My breath caught.
“I’m here,” Mitosis shouted, “for the one they call Steelslayer, the child who supposedl
killed Steelheart. For every ve minutes it takes him to reveal himself, I will execute
member of this population.”
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“Well,” Abraham said over the line, “guess that answers that.”
“His clones are saying it all over the city,” Tia said. “The same words from all of them.”
cursed, ducking back into my alley, gripping my rifle tight and sweating.
Me. He’d come for me.
All my life, I’d been nobody. I didn’t mind that. I’d worked hard, actually, to be precisel
mediocre in all my classes. I’d joined the Reckoners in part because nobody knew who the
were. I didn’t want fame. I wanted revenge against the Epics. The more of them dead, th
better. Sweat trickled down the sides of my face.
“One minute has passed!” Mitosis yelled. “Where are you? I would see you with my ow
eyes, Steelslayer.”
“Damn,” Tia said in my ear. “Don’t panic, David. Music … music … There has to be a clu
to his weakness here. What was his band again?”
“Weaponized Cupcake,” I said.
“Charming,” Tia said. “Their music should be on the lore archive; we’ve got copies of mo
everything in the Library of Congress.”
“Two minutes!” Mitosis shouted. “Your people run from me, Steelslayer, but I am like Go
himself. I am everywhere. Do not think I won’t be able to find someone to kill.”
Images ashed in my mind. A busy bank lobby. Bones falling to the ground. A woma
clutching a baby. I hadn’t been able to do anything back then.
“This is what we get,” Abraham said, “for coming out into the open. It is why Jon alway
wanted to remain hidden.”
“We can’t stand for something if we only move in shadows, Abraham,” I said.
“Three minutes!” Mitosis shouted. “I know you have this city under surveillance. I kno
you can hear me.”
“David …” Tia said.
“It appears you are a coward!” Mitosis said. “Perhaps if I shoot someone, you—”
I stepped out, lined up a shot, and delivered a bullet into Mitosis’s forehead.
Tia sighed. “I’ve got reports of at least thirty-seven distinct copies of him yelling in th
city. What good does it do to kill one of them?”
“Yes,” Abraham said, “and now he knows where you are.”
“I’m counting on it,” I said, dashing away. “Tia?”
“Sparks,” she said. “I’m pulling up camera feeds all over the city. David, they’re all runnin
for you. Dozens of them.”
“Good,” I said. “As long as they’re chasing me, they aren’t shooting anyone else.”
“You can’t fight them all, you slontze,” Tia said.
“Don’t intend to,” I said, grunting as I turned a corner. “You’re going to work out h
weakness and figure out how to beat him, Tia. I’m just going to distract him.”
“I’ve arrived,” Abraham said. “They’re already on alert at the government o ce. I’ll ge
the mayor and council to safety. But if I might suggest, this is probably a good time t
activate the emergency message system.”
“Yeah,” Tia said, “on it.”

The mobiles of everyone in the city were connected, and Tia could dial them all u
collectively to send instructions—in this case, an order to empty the streets and get indoors.
I dodged around another corner and came almost face to face with one of Mitosis’s clone
We surprised each other. He got his gun out rst and red, a deafening crack, like he wa
shooting a sparking cannon.
He also missed me. He wasn’t even close. Big handguns look impressive, and they hav
excellent knockdown force. Assuming you can hit your target.
I lined up my ri e sights, ignored his next shot, and squeezed the trigger. Just as I did, h
thrashed, and a duplicate of him stepped away. It was like he was suddenly made of doug
and the other self pushed out of his side.
It was nauseating. My shot took the rst Mitosis, dropping him with a hole in the chest. H
tried to duplicate again as he died, but the duplicate came out with a hole in its chest too, an
fell forward, dying almost immediately.
The other clone, though, was also duplicating. I cursed, shooting it, but not before anothe
version came out, and that one was already trying to clone itself again. I brought this on
down just before it split.
I breathed in and out, my hands trembling as I lowered the ri e. Five corpses lay slumpe
on the ground. My ri e magazine held thirty rounds. I’d never considered that insu cien
but a minute of Mitosis cloning himself could run me out with ease.
“David?” Tia asked in my ear. “You all right?” She’d have me on camera, using Steelheart
surveillance network.
“I’m all right,” I said, still shaking. “I just haven’t gotten used to people shooting at me.”
I took a few deep breaths, forced down my anxiety, and walked up to the Mitosis clone
They’d begun to melt.
I watched with disturbed fascination as the corpses decomposed, esh turning to a pale ta
goo. The bones melted after, and then the clothing. In seconds, each corpse was just a pile o
colored gunk, and even that seemed to be evaporating.
Where did the mass for each of these new bodies come from? It seemed impossible. Bu
then, Epics have this habit of treating physics like something that happens to other peopl
like acne and debt.
“David?” Tia said in my ear. “Why are you still standing there? Sparks, boy! The others ar
coming.”
Right. Dozens of evil Epic clones. On a mission to kill me.
I took o in a random direction; where I was going didn’t matter so much as staying ahea
of the clones. “Do you have that music yet?” I asked Tia.
“Working on it.”
I dashed up onto the bridge, crossing the river. That river would have made a great natur
barrier for sectioning o the downtown, except for the fact that Steelheart had turned th
thing into steel—e ectively making it into an enormous highway, though one with a ripple
surface. The river that had once flowed here had diverted to the Calumet River channel.
I reached the other side of the bridge and glanced over my shoulder. A scattering of gure
in identical clothing had broken out of side streets and were running toward me, some pullin
handguns from the small of their backs. They seemed to recognize me, and a few took shots.
I cursed, ducking to the side, heading past an old hotel with steel windows and a trio o

agpoles extending into the sky, ags frozen mid- ap. I almost passed it, then hesitated. On
of the main doors had been frozen open.
I made a split-second decision and ran for that opening. I squeezed between door an
doorway and entered the hotel lobby.
It wasn’t as dark inside as I’d anticipated. I inched through a lobby with furniture lik
statues. Once-plush seats were now hard metal. A sofa had a depression in it where someon
had been sitting when the transfersion took place.
The light came from a series of st-size holes cut into the front windows, which were als
steel now. Though empty, the lobby didn’t seem dusty or derelict. I quickly realized what th
was—one of the buildings that Steelheart’s favored people had inhabited during the years o
his rule.
I stepped on a bench by a window, leaning against it and peering through one of the hole
Outside, on the daylit street, the clones slowed in their chase, lowering weapons, lookin
about. It appeared that I’d managed to lose them.
“I would have the truth!” the clones suddenly shouted in unison. The e ect was even eerie
than seeing them all together. “You did not kill Steelheart. You did not slay a god. What real
happened?”
I didn’t reply, of course.
“Your rumors are spreading,” Mitosis continued. “People want to believe your fantasy.
will show them reality. Your head, David Charleston, and my empire in Newcago. I don
know how Steelheart truly fell, but he was weak. He needed men to administrate for him, t
act as his army.”
The clones continued to stroll, spreading out. Several shook, splitting into multiples.
“I am my own army,” Mitosis said. “And I shall reign.”
“You watching this?” I whispered.
“Yeah,” Tia said. “I’ve got the city cameras, and I’ve dialed into the video feed from you
earpiece. Shouldn’t he be sounding dumber the more clones he makes?”
“I think something must be wrong in my notes,” I said. I’d been forced to burn many of m
notebooks and keep only the most important ones. I’d lost many of my primary sources an
speculations, and I could have easily gotten some details wrong.
Outside, Mitosis continued to duplicate himself. Twice, three times, a half dozen. Soo
there were hundreds of him. They spaced themselves apart with careful steps, then, one b
one, stopped in place. They closed their eyes, looking toward the sky.
What is he doing? I thought, clutching my ri e. I shifted on the bench, my foot scraping th
wall. Outside, some of the clones nearest the hotel snapped their eyes open and turne
toward me. Sparks! He’d created his own sensor network, using hundreds of copies of h
own ears. It was clear to me now that the clones had more coordination to them than I ha
assumed. I slipped away from the wall, trying to step quietly. There might be a back way ou
of this building.
“Got it,” Tia said. “Archive of pre-Calamity alternative metal albums in digital format.”
Her voice through the earpiece was incredibly soft. Still, outside, there was a sudde
scrambling of footsteps. They’d heard.
They were coming.
I cursed and ran, leaping over a couch and scrambling toward the back hallways of th

hotel.
There had to be a way out somewhere.
I passed through streams of light, holes cut like spigots into the ceiling. The hotel had th
at building in the center and a tower to the side, many stories high. I didn’t want to ge
trapped in the tower, so instead I turned down another hallway, passing a door that had bee
destroyed long ago. That light ahead was probably an exit for—
Shadows moved in through the exit. Clones, around a dozen of them, one after anothe
One pulled out a gun and leveled it at me, but when he squeezed the trigger, the entire thin
shattered and turned to dust. The clone cursed, charging.
Huh? I thought.
There wasn’t time for me to wonder. I threw myself to the side, entering another hallway
These were the administrative rooms of the hotel, behind the lobby.
“I’m trying to get you a map,” Tia said.
“No,” I said, sweating, “the music.”
“Right.”
More clones that way. I was cornered.
I ducked into a room. It had once been some kind of clerical o ce, judging by the desk an
frozen chairs, but someone had turned the desk into a bed with cushions, and there was eve
a wooden door affixed by new hinges attached to the steel ones on the doorway. Impressive.
I grabbed that door and slammed it closed. An arm got in the way at the last moment.
The clone grunted on the other side as I shoved, but other hands scraped around th
doorway, grabbing for me. Each had an old wristwatch on them, and those snapped an
broke as they rubbed on the door or wall. When the watches hit the ground, they shattered t
dust.
“They’re unstable,” Tia said—she was still watching via my video feed. “The more clone
he makes, the worse their molecular structure holds together.”
The clones forced the door open, throwing me backward. I whipped my ri e from m
shoulder and got o one shot as a dozen of them fought into the room, heedless of th
danger. Their clothing ripped easily, and when fragments fell o , they disintegrate
immediately.
“ ‘Albums by Weaponized Cupcake,’ ” Tia read.
The clones piled on top of me, hands gripping my throat, others pulling my gun away from
me.
“Which one?” Tia asked. “Appetite for Tuberculosis? The Blacker Album? Ride the Lightrail?”
“Kind of getting murdered here, Tia!” I said, struggling to keep the hands from my neck.
There were too many. Hands pressed in closer, cutting o my air. Clones continued to clo
the room, and those nearby began to split, making it di cult to move. They wanted to tra
me in here. Even if I got these fingers off my neck, I wouldn’t be able to run.
Darkness grew at the edges of my vision, like a creeping mold. I struggled to pull the hand
from my throat.
“David?” Tia’s voice in my ear. “David, you need to turn on your mobile speaker! I can’t d
anything. David, can you hear me? David!”
I closed my eyes. Then I let go of the hands holding my neck and forced my ngers throug
the press of arms. Choking, feeling as if my windpipe would collapse at any moment,

strained and got my ngers to my shoulder, where my mobile was attached. I ipped th
switch on the side. Music blared into the cramped, suffocating room.
The clone directly on top of me started to shake and vibrate, like he was going to split—
but instead, he began to melt, the esh coming o the bones. The others nearby backed awa
in a hurry, smashing identical versions of themselves up against the walls.
I gasped in air. For a moment, all I could do was lie there, clone esh and bones melting t
goo around me.
Air. Air is really, really awesome.
The music continued unabated, a thrashing metal ri moving from chord to chord with th
quality, almost, of a beating heart. The clones near me vibrated in time with it, their ski
shaking like ripples in water, but they did not melt.
“So awful,” one of them said, a sneer on his lips. “Jason couldn’t write a ri to save his life
The same four chords, over and over and over.”
I frowned, then scrambled for my gun. I sat in the middle of the group of clones. Some ha
moved out of the room.
“That’s odd,” Tia said.
I need a way out, I thought.
“Even the ones outside are vibrating a little bit, David. I can see it on the cameras. Surel
they can’t hear the music.”
“They’re connected,” I said, coughing. I stumbled to my feet, holding my ri e in one hand
ripping the mobile from my shoulder with the other. I ashed it about, trying to ward th
clones off. “We need more music,” I said. “A lot of it, loud as we can get it. That—”
The clones charged me. Ignoring the danger, they piled on top of me, reaching for m
mobile, trying to rip it out of my ngers. Those nearest to me started to melt, but they sti
grabbed at my arm, fighting even as the flesh sloughed off their bones.
I backed into a corner, then noticed a sliver of light coming from above. A window
covered with a board.
To the sound of thumping rock music, I held the clones at bay, leaving a half dozen of them
melting on the oor. Others gathered opposite me in the room, faces shadowed in the dim
room. “How did it really happen?” they asked in unison. “Which Epic killed Steelheart, an
how did you take the credit?”
“It’s not like Steelheart was immortal,” I said.
“He was a god.”
“He was a cursed man,” I said, inching my way toward the window. The gooey remnants o
bone and esh steamed o me, evaporating, leaving my clothing as dry as if nothing ha
happened.
“Just like you are. I’m sorry.”
The clones stepped forward. I used the music to melt those who drew close, but they didn
seem to care. They marched on, falling to the ground, dissolving to nothing. They kep
coming at me until only one stood in the doorway, though I could see shadows of a few mor
waiting outside. Why were they killing themselves?
One toward the back took out his handgun. It didn’t break as he raised it. Sparks. Mitos
had just been trying to reduce his numbers to make the copies more stable.
I cried out, jumping onto the desk. I had to drop my rifle to rip the board off the window.

A large crack sounded from behind. I felt an immediate thump in my right side, just unde
my arm—like someone had punched me.
Back in the factory, we would watch old movies every night, after work was done. They
played on an old television hung from the cafeteria wall. Getting shot didn’t feel like
looked in those shows. I didn’t gasp and collapse to the ground. I didn’t even realize I’d bee
shot at first. I thought the clones had thrown something at me.
No pain. Just heat on my side.
That was the blood.
I stared down at the wound. The bullet had ripped out a chunk of esh just beneath m
armpit before cutting through my upper arm. It was messy, all warm and wet. My han
didn’t work right, wouldn’t grip.
I’d been shot. Calamity … I’d been shot.
For a terrifying moment, that was all I could think about. People died when they got shot.
started to shake; the room seemed to be trembling. I was going to die.
Another shot bounced off the wall beside my head.
You’ll die way sooner if you don’t move! a piece of me thought. Now!
I spun and threw my mobile at Mitosis. That worked; when the music got close, his clon
wavered and melted. The mobile came to rest in the doorway, warding o those outside.
still had in my earpiece, though, which was connected wirelessly.
Somehow, I gathered the presence of mind to haul myself by one arm up and out th
window. I tumbled into sunlight and collapsed to the ground outside.
I’d often heard that it wasn’t the bullet wound that killed you—it was the shock. Th
horror of being hit, the panicked sense of terror, prevented you from getting out of dange
and seeking help.
I slammed one hand over the hole in my side, which was worse than the hit in my arm, an
squeezed the wound shut as I pressed my back against the wall.
“Tia?” I said. I gured I was still close enough to the mobile for the earpiece to work.
wasn’t sure how far I’d have to go before I lost reception.
“David!” Her voice came into my ear. “Sparks! Sit tight. Abraham is on his way.”
“Can’t sit,” I said with a grunt, climbing to my feet. “Clones are coming.”
“You’ve been shot!”
“In the side. Legs still work.” I stumbled away, toward the river. I remembered there bein
some inlets to the understreets there.
Tia cursed on the line, her voice starting to fuzz as I hobbled away from the hote
Fortunately, it seemed that Mitosis hadn’t anticipated my actually escaping this way
Otherwise, he’d already have clones back here.
“Calamity!” Tia said. “David, he’s multiplying. There are hundreds of him, running fo
you.”
“It’s okay. I’m a rhinoceros astronaut.”
She was silent a moment. “Oh, sparks. You’re going delusional.”
“No, no. I mean, I’m surprising. I’ll surprise him. What’s the most surprising thing you ca
think of? Bet it’s a rhinoceros astronaut.” The connection was fading. “I can hold out, Ti
You just nd the answer to this. Get some music playing across the city, maybe on som
copters. Play it loud. You’ll figure it out.”

“David—”
“I’ll distract him, Tia,” I said. “That’s my job.” I hesitated. “How am I doing?”
No reply. I was too far from the hotel.
Sparks. I was going to have to do this last part alone. I hobbled toward the river.
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I tore o part of my shirt, wrapping it around my arm as I stumbled along; then I put m
hand back to the side wound. I reached the stairs to the river and looked over my shoulder.
They came like a wave, a surge of identical figures scrambling along the street.
I cursed, then hobbled down the steps. Still, this was good. A terrible kind of good. So lon
as Mitosis was chasing me, he wasn’t hurting anyone or trying to take over the city.
I reached the bottom of the staircase as the ood of gures arrived, some jumping over th
sides of the rail to skip a few stairs, others scrambling down each step.
I pushed myself faster toward a set of holes drilled into the wall just above the river. A
vents for the understreets; they’d be big enough to crawl in, but not by much. I reached on
just before the clones and clambered inside, kicking away a hand that tried to grab my ankl
I managed to spin around, facing the opening, and backed away into the darkness.
Figures crowded around the tunnel opening, cutting o my light. One of them squatte
down, looking at me. “Clever,” he said. “Going where only one of me can reach you at
time. Unfortunately, it also leaves you cornered.”
I continued to back away. I was losing strength, and my blood made my hands slippery o
the steel.
Mitosis crawled into the tunnel, prowling forward.
A lot of Epics liked to think of themselves as predators, the step beyond humans. The ape
of evolution. Well, that was idiocy. The Epics weren’t above humans. If anything, they wer
less civilized—more instinctual. A step backward.
That didn’t mean I wasn’t terri ed to see that dark gure stalking me—to be con ned in a
endless tunnel with the thing as I slowly bled out.
“You’ll tell me the truth,” Mitosis said, getting closer. “I’ll wring it from you, little human
I’ll know how Steelheart really died.”
I met his gaze in the darkness.
“I wanna kiss you!” I shouted. “Like the wind kisses the ra-i-ain!”
I belted out the song as loudly as I could. Tia had played it earlier, and I knew the word
though I’d been too distracted by the whole getting-strangled-then-getting-shot thing to liste
closely.
I’d heard it as a child, played time and time again on the radio until I and pretty muc
everyone else got sick of it.
Mitosis melted in front of me. I stopped, breathing deeply, as a second clone crawled ove
the melting form of the first.
“Cute,” he growled. “How long can you sing, little human? How are you feeling? I sme
your blood. It—”
“I’m gonna miss you,” I shouted, “like the sun misses the ra-i-ain!”
He melted.
“You realize,” the next one said, “that now I’m going to have to kill everyone in the city
Can’t risk them having heard these songs. I—”
Melt.
“Stop doing that!” the next one snapped. “You—”

Melt.
I kept at it, though my singing grew softer and softer with each clone I killed. One of them
found a knife and passed it up the line. That didn’t melt; it just fell to the oor of the pip
each time one of them died. The next one picked it up and kept crawling.
Each clone got closer. I moved back farther in the tunnel until I felt a ledge behind me. Th
pipe turned down toward the understreets—and an assuredly fatal drop.
“I could shoot you, I suppose,” the next Mitosis said. “Well, shoot you again. But then
wouldn’t get the pleasure of cutting off pieces of you as you scream out the truth to me.”
I screamed out the next lyric, which proved to be a bad idea, because once I’d melted tha
Mitosis, I found myself slumping against the rounded wall of the small tunnel. I was close t
blacking out.
The next Mitosis plucked the knife from the goo, holding it up and letting bits of his othe
self run down the blade and drip to the floor.
He shook his head. “I was trained classically, you know,” he said.
I frowned. This was a change from the talk of torture, murder, and other sunny topic
“What?”
“Trained classically,” Mitosis said. “I was the only one in that band who knew his wa
around an instrument. I wrote song after song, and what did we play? Those stupid, stup
riffs. The same chords. Every damn song.”
Something about this tweaked a part of my brain, like a piece of popcorn on re because
cooked too long. But I couldn’t focus on it now; his talking had almost let him reach me.
sang. Weakly.
I didn’t have a lot of energy left. How long had it been? How much blood had I lost?
This Mitosis wavered, but as my voice faltered, he came back.
“I am beyond you, little human,” Mitosis said, and I could hear the smirk in his voic
“Now, let’s get on with my questions.”
He reached me, took me by the arm, and yanked.
That hurt. Somehow, during all the running and scrambling, I’d never noticed the pain
Shock.
I’d been in shock.
Now that pain came crashing down on me, an entire detonated building of agony. I foun
my voice and screamed.
“How did Steelheart die?” Mitosis asked.
“He died at the hands of an Epic,” I said, groaning.
“I thought so. Who did it?”
“He did it himself,” I whispered. “After I tricked him. He killed himself, but I caused it. H
was brought down by a common man, Lawrence.”
“Lies!”
“Common people,” I whispered, “will bring you all down.”
He yanked my arm again, delivering pain in a spike of agony. What did it matter what
said? He wasn’t going to believe me. I closed my eyes and started to feel numb. It felt nic
Too nice.
Distantly, I heard music.
Singing?

A hundred voices. No, more. Singing in unison, the song that had blared earlier from m
mobile. Their singing was far from perfect, but there was a force to it.
“No. What are you doing? Stay back!” Mitosis roared.
All those voices, singing. I could barely make out the words, but I could hear th
progression of chords. It actually sounded pretty, since I could ignore the awful lyrics.
“I am an army unto myself! Stay back! I am the new emperor of this city! You are mine!”
I forced my eyes open. Mitosis, in front of me, shook and vibrated, though the song wa
distant.
The clones were all connected—and if enough of them were hearing the song, the e ec
transferred even to the ones who weren’t.
In a moment, the line of clones in the pipe screamed, holding their heads.
“Common people,” I whispered. “Who have had enough.”
Mitosis exploded, each clone popping in a sudden burst. Their deaths opened up a passag
to the light outside. I blinked against the abrupt sunshine, and despite the con nes, I coul
see what was out there. People, standing on the frozen steel river, in a mass. Thousands o
them, dressed in suits, work clothing, uniforms. They sang together, almost more of a chant.
The people of Newcago had come.
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“You’re unreasonably lucky, son,” Prof said, settling onto the stool beside my hospital bed
He was a solid man with greying hair, goggles tucked into the pocket of his shirt.
I exed my hand. Prof’s healing powers—gifted to me under the guise of a piece o
technology—had mended my wounds. I didn’t remember much about the last few hours. I
lain in a daze, several city doctors working to keep me alive long enough for Prof to arrive.
I sat back against the headboard, breathing deeply, remembering the nal moments wit
Mitosis.
They came to me clearly, though the time after that was muddy.
“How did she get them all there?” I asked. “The people?”
“The Emergency Message System,” Prof said. “Tia sent out a plea to everyone near th
river, begging them to go to you and to sing along to the music she sent through the
mobiles. They could easily have remained in hiding. Ordinary people have no busine
fighting Epics.”
“I’m an ordinary person.”
“Hardly. But it doesn’t matter.”
“It does, Prof.” I looked at him. “This will never work if they don’t start fighting.”
“Last time the people fought,” Prof said, “the Epics slaughtered millions and the countr
collapsed.”
“That’s because we didn’t know how to defeat them,” I said. “Now we do.”
Prof sighed and stood up. “I’ve been told not to antagonize you, to let you rest. We’ll tal
about this later. You did well against Mitosis. He …” He hesitated.
“What?” I asked.
“Recently, Mitosis has been staying in Babylon Restored. Manhattan, as it used to b
called.”
“That’s where you just visited.”
Prof nodded. “That he should come here when I went to scout Babiar … it smacks of him
coming intentionally while I was gone. That couldn’t have happened, unless …”
“What?”
Prof shook his head. “We’ll talk later. Rest now. I need to think. And son, as well as yo
did, I want you to do some thinking too. What you did was risky. You can’t just keep rushin
in, making snap decisions. You are not the leader of this team.”
“Yes sir.”
“We have an entire city’s worth of people to worry about now,” he said, walking towar
the door to the small room, which was warmed by sunlight through an open window
“Sparks. That’s the one thing I never wanted.” His face seemed shadowed in that momen
Grim, along with something else. Something … darker.
“Prof,” I said, “how do Epics get their weaknesses?”
“It’s random,” he said immediately. “Epics’ weaknesses can be anything. They make abou
as much sense as the powers themselves—which is to say, none.” He frowned, looking at m
“You know that better than anyone, son. You’re the one who has studied them.”
“Yeah,” I said, looking out the window. “Mitosis’s weakness was his own music.”
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